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Hello everybody!
As many of you know, the past year has been pretty crazy so the newsletter went by the wayside for a bit. But it’s back, and in 
this issue we’ll recap a couple things of note that happened over the past year as well as look at what’s happening now!

Lunar New Year in the Strip
It has long been the custom during the Lunar New Year 
for lion dance teams to go door to door to businesses and 
offer to performing lion dance to bring good fortune in 
the coming year. In North America, this is typically done 
throughout China towns and Viet towns in those cities that 
support such neighborhoods.

The Strip has a number of businesses catering to our Asian 
communities, and is probably as close to anything we could 
call a China or Viet Town in Pittsburgh. So Gong Lung 
decided to bring this tradition to Pittsburgh by offering the 
businesses in the Strip. This year, our first year doing this, 
six businesses participated. We had a blast and he plan to do 
it again next year. Thanks, Strip District!

Build Day at the School
The first “Build Day” at the school will occur Sunday, 4 
August, from 3-5pm. What is Build Day? It will be a bit of 
time we can all get together to fix and build equipment and 
maintain the school. There is an awful lot to be done and I 
would appreciate students’ help in maintaining the school 
and our equipment, and building new equipment. Among 
the types of project to be worked on are:

•	Painting and fixing the dragon and lions
•	Building a post for Tong Bei practise
•	Installing a weapons rack
•	Maintaining drums and other lion dance equipment
•	Re taping the floor
•	and so on....

Come on out and help maintain and build up your school!

Chen Jin Ba Gu Shi San Shi Form Review
A few people who have taken 
the Chen Jin Ba Gu Shi San Shi  
(Thirteen Posture Bone an Tendon 
Stretching Form) seminar asked for 
a regular review session on the form, 
to review and work on different parts 
of the form. I would like to know 

who else is interested. It would likely be an hour on a Sunday 
each month (or every other, depending), and open only to 
those who have already taken the seminar since it would take 
too long to teach the form from scratch to those unfamiliar 
with it and not to so compatible with a review class.

I am considering scheduling another seminar to learn this 
form in the Fall, however, and would like to hear from 
anybody interested in taking the seminar.

Please shoot me an email if you are interested in either the 
review or the seminar.



Schedule adjustments
12-26 Aug - No Tai Chi Classes. All others held as usual
18 Aug - No Xing-Yi Class
15 Sep - No Xing-Yi Class
17 Sep - No Tai Chi or Tong Bei Class

Jon Wilson, Alex Pang Become Disciples in Yin Cheng Gong Fa
We thank to Master Zhang Yun for giving Chris Young permission to open his door and accept Jon Wilson and Alex 
Pang as indoor disciples in the Yin Cheng Gong Fa Martial Arts Family in November 2012. Also, we are grateful to 
Grandmaster Wang Peisheng, Grandmaster Luo Shuhuan and all our other kung fu ancestors for passing on this valuable 
martial knowledge through to us.

Jon and Alex have shown great dedication, potential and character and Chris is very happy to accept them into the 
family.

Capoeira Classes with Nego Gato
We are now home to Nego Gato Capoeira. Mondays nights 
you can enjoy Capoeira Angola starting at 5pm for kids 
4-7, 6:15 for kids 8-14 and 7:30 for 15 and older.

Check out this Afro-Brazilian martial art, and discover 
how break dancing derived from Capoeira Angola as well.

Performances
18 Aug 1pm - Grand Opening of the Millvale Public 

Library, 213 Grant Avenue Millvale, 
Pennsylvania 15209. Public is invited.

15 Sep 12:30pm - World Festival in the Strip District. Strip 
District, Pittsburgh, PA

17 Sep - Three Rivers Adoption Council Benefit, Greentree

School Notes...
•	Please remember to pick up your beverage containers 

and place them in the recycling bin before you leave 
class. Also, please empty them before you put them in 
the bin if you haven’t finished you drink.

•	Please remember to take all your clothes, water bottles 
and other possessions home with you after class. An 
amazing assortment of clothes have been left at the 
school, even leather boots! Clothes not claimed in a 
timely fashion will donated to charity.

•	T-shirts and pants are still available for $20 each. Ask 
about them at the school if you want one.

Stars in the eyes
Gong Lung student and actor Chad Bruns filmed a scene 
for a web series he, Dante Costabile (who trained weapons 
fighting for acting at the school).

In this scene, Chris plays a mean sifu (such a stretch!) 
and some Gong Lung kids, including Stephen, Gussie, 
Lucy, Joseph and Aiden, play students. It was a lot of fun 
and it will be a fun to scene to watch! More information, 
including a link and background info, in the next issue!


